MATHS – EYFS – summer 2 Week 1 – 1.6.20

The activities this week will focus is on, number facts, size and weight, comparing quantities.
Monday
To recognise and
sequence numbers.
To weigh objects and
say which is heaviest
and lightest.
To solve problems:
Say what will happen
when more objects
are added or some
are taken away.

Tuesday
To know number
facts.
To order objects in
order of weight.

Wednesday
To use weight in an
everyday context.

Quick warm-up: On three separate pieces of paper ask your child to write
three numbers (they don’t need to be consecutive numbers) and you do
the same. Then swap number and sequence them in order from smallest
to largest.
Questions to ask: Which is the highest / lowest number? Can you think of
a number that would come between two of these numbers.
Activity: Nrich Balances (see bottom of the page). You don’t need to
worry if you don’t have a set of balances as all you need is a coat hanger,
two paper or plastic cups and some string or wool. See the instructions
here https://gosciencekids.com/diy-balance-scales-toddlers-preschoolers/
Otherwise, you can use kitchen scales and look at it going up and down.
Key vocabulary: heaviest, lightest.

Quick warm-up: What can you tell me about this number? Write a
number on the whiteboard and ask your child to give you as many facts
about the number as they can think of (e.f if the number is 10 they might
say 5+5 is ten, 11 -1, 1 x 10). You can write all of these facts on the
whiteboard so that the children can see the connections between
numbers and how many facts they know.
Choose a number that suits your child.
Activity: Have a selection of food items. Before your child handles them
ask them which they think would be the heaviest, which would be the
lightest. Do you think the biggest object will be the heaviest? Ask them to
from lightest to heaviest without touching them. Why is that difficult?
Then ask your child how we could check if they are correct.
Let your child think this through and see what they come up with. Follow
their lead for finding out.
Then say ‘could we use our balance scale?’ Which object did you think was
the heaviest? How will we check if that is the heaviest? Work through the
objects, prompting with questions.
Quick Warm-up: Five current buns in a baker’s shop song. How many are
there now?
Activity: Today is a baking day, choose any recipe that you like that
involves your child weighing out ingredients.
Questions to ask: When taking out the ingredients ask your child to feel
the weight of them. Which do you think is the heaviest? Lightest? Could
we put them in order of weight?
Here is a link to a current buns recipe:
https://www.earlylearninghq.org.uk/latest-resources/currant-bunsrecipe/

Thursday

Quick warm-up: Quick fingers – show your child some fingers and ask
them to show you how many they would need to add to yours to make 10.

To know number
bonds to 10.

Activity: Have 6 pairs of objects and ask your child to find out which is the
heaviest for three of the pairs and which is the lightest for three of the
To say which is the
pairs.
lightest and heaviest. Heavy / lighter superhero worksheet (see bottom of page).

Friday
To know number
bonds to 10 / 20.
To solve problems
involving weight.

Quick warm-up: Hit the button – number bonds.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/maths-games/hit-the-button
Activity: Have the balance scales ready and a few objects.
Explain that today we are going to try and make things balance. Ask your
child what they think that means.
Ask your child to choose an object and put it on one side of the balance
scale.
Ask your child if they think they could balance the scales. What would they
need to do? Let them talk through their ideas and investigate making the
objects balance.
Allow your child the chance to explore different ways to make it balance
and how they adjust their tries.

